
- Playtest Rules PLAYTEST heading...
-- 1. No, collisions are complex enough
-- 2. Good rule, +1/-1 at Short Range. Attacker measures any wheel to any wheel.
-- 3. Use rear wheel for turning. No front wheel stuff
-- 4. Shooting is all good
- Use a 2" wide template by 3" long. This way the template can be placed directly 
behind the car, with the 1" extra hanging over the left or right (based on turn 
direction)
- Change maneuver order to not be alternating. So you can do say 5 Straights in a 
row at Speed 5. The only exception is the first maneuver MUST be Straight, and you 
can't do 2 turns in a row.
-- Use the "maneuver tracker" for managing this. Basically walk along and mark the 
last type at each speed, so you know if you can do a turn or not. Also mark if 
Check has been used by opponent, and if the car has fired.
-- Note that the tracking of moves is a job for the non-acting player
- Allow reversing. Declare at the start of action. All Straight maneuvers for that 
turn are backwards. Can still set Speed first.
- Need rules for tie rolls, like setup/who goes first, collisions, etc.
- Streamline collisions. All involved cars Spin Out. Roll off, with loser also 
Flipping Over. This works for terrain to, except on car "win" nothing happens to 
the obstacle. All collisions immediately end the driver turn, everytime.
-- Need clarification about shooting after collision, noting that you cannot, 
because the round ends instantly
- Rear arc is 180 degrees from the rear wheels, basically a line from the front of 
the rear wheels.
-- Need a consistent way to check wheels for arc, short range, moving, etc.?
- Add an Underdog Bonus. If you have only one car left and are outnumbered (ie: not 
a 1:1) you ignore Control Checks and get an automatic +1/-1 to your shooting?
- When shooting you can take an "Auto Spin", where you don't roll the D8. Instead 
the target automatically Spins Out. The upside is no chance of failure, so 
guaranteed results. The downside is obviously you can't do more damage and can't 
destroy the target
- Setup needs to have two types: arena and highway. Arena is draw a halfway line 
down the table and each player sets up on half of it. Highway is the current 
"deploy anywhere".
-- The reason is "deploy anywhere" can result in conga lines of cars trying to get 
a backshot, so looks like a highway
- Note for measuring movement to use the template consistently. The default is from 
the front of the rear wheel to the front of the rear wheel. Exact style only 
matters for turning.
- Control Checks need to happen AFTER the maneuver has been completed, too hard 
otherwise
- Turn phases are:
 1. Flip Over OR Set Speed
 2. Choose Forward or Reverse
 3. Perform Manuevers
 3a. Check
 3b. Shoot
- Note that forced movement (such as from failing a Check) only counts as 1 
Maneuver if possible. It wouldn't be possible if this happens on the last maneuever 
of a round, for example
- Add an option for a Bootleg Term (basically a fast U-Turn) that costs 4 Speed and 
lets you "side swap". Basically sidestep car 1" over and reverse the direction. 
This corresponds to manually spending 4 Manuevers to do the same thing. The upside 
is you can't really be interrupted as much, since a Control Check would happen 
after


